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The class [S] of locally compact groups G is considered, for which the algebra 
L’(G) is symmetric (=Hermitian). It is shown that [S] is stable under semidirect 
compact extensions, i.e., HE [S] and K compact implies K x 8 HE [S]. For 
connected solvable Lie groups inductive conditions for symmetry are given. 
A construction for nonsymmetric Banach algebras is given which shows that 
there exists exactly one connected and simply connected solvable Lie group of 
dimension 94 which is not in [S]. This example shows that G/Z E [S], Z the 
center of G, in general does not imply G E [S]. It is shown that nevertheless for 
discrete groups and a (possibly) stronger form of symmetry this implication 
holds, implying a new and shorter proof of the fact that [S] contains all discrete 
nilpotent groups. 
Recall that a Banach algebra LZ~ with isometric involution a -+ a* is called 
symmetric, if the spectrum Sp a*a for every element a E & is always contained 
in IW+ = [0, co[. The theorem of Ford and Shirali [2] tells us that this is equiva- 
Ient to .d being Hermitian, i.e., that Sp b C [w for each b E :d with b = h*. 
For other characterizations of symmetry for involutive Banach algebras see 
[16] or [lo]. In this paper we are mainly concerned with group algebras L1(G) 
for locally compact groups G with left invariant Haar measure. Thus we define: 
[S] is the class of all locally compact groups G for which the convolution algebra 
L1(G) is symmetric. 
It is convenient to introduce also some other classes: [A] Abelian, [C] 
compact, [M] amenable, [Solv] solvable, [Nil] nilpotent, and [PC] polynomially 
growing groups. The subclass of all connected groups in a class [Xl will be 
denoted by [Xl,, . Detailed information about the relations among the various 
classes [a can be found in the survey article [14], a short summary about 
known results on [S] is contained in [l 11. 
The history of [S] is a line of destroyed hopes and wrong conjectures: After 
early results there was some hope that [S] = [m, but 1969 Jenkins [5l showed 
that [Solv] Q [S], h ence a fortiori [M] @ [S]. Then there was an old conjecture 
that IpG] = [S]. This was shown to be false in [ll]: Even [S], q [PG]. On the 
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other hand in [3] a locally finite discrete group is constructed, which is not 
in [S], hence FG] @ [S]. As yet all known results indicated that [S], = [Ml0 , 
the inclusion [S], C [M]s , e.g., being true. But among others we will prove 
that the connected four-dimensional exponential group G&O) with algebra 
g4,s(0) in the terminology of [l] has a nonsymmetric algebra. Thus [S], # [Ml0 . 
Actually this example is minimal: All other GE [Solv], with dim G < 4 are 
in [S]. We also show that this group is not contained in the class [W’J of groups 
with the Wiener property. This result fills the gap in [9, Corollary 2, p. 2751. 
It also implies that closed normal subgroups of Wiener groups need not be 
Wiener. The least example of this kind is the group of real upper triangular 
3 x 3 matrices (ujk) with a,, > 0, uaa > 0, as, = 1. As a contracting extension 
of the Heisenberg group HI this group is in [WI, see [13]. The subgroup al, = 1 
is exactly GJO). 
As in our previous papers we use also here extensively the machinery of 
generalized U-algebras and consequently assume that the reader is familiar 
with the basic facts of this theory, see, e.g., [6]. 
1 
Throughout this paper let & be a Banach algebra with an isometric involution 
a -+ a*. Let G be a locally compact group acting strongly continuously on & 
as a group of isometric *-automorphisms. As in our previous papers we form 
the generalized U-algebra Y = L1(G, JZ’) of left Haar integrable d-valued 
functions on G. If a --t uz denotes the automorphism on & defined by x E G, 
convolution and involution on 2 are given by 
fa &> = j-f(xYY’gw) 4% f*w = (f(X-w* n w-‘. 
The standard example of such an Y comes from semidirect products: Let H 
be another locally compact group such that G acts continuously and auto- 
morphically on H. Then the semidirect product r = G x ~ H is well defined 
and one has V(P) E Lr(G, Ll(H)) in a canonical fashion. 
THEOREM 1. If G is compact and d is symmetric, then 3’ = Ll(G, ~4) is 
symmetric. 
Procf. Let V = C(G, JJ) be the involutive Banach algebra of all continuous 
functions from G into J/ with pointwise operations and uniform norm. If G 
acts on Q by f “(x) = (f (zx))“, then V is a G-algebra and ,aI can be identified 
with the G-subalgebra of all constant functions. But then .V can be considered as 
a closed subalgebra of Ll(G, VP) and hence it suffices to prove symmetry for the 
latter. 
Now let 4 be the G-algebra which coincides with JZ? as an involutive Banach 
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algebra but with trivial action of G. For u E C(G, a) let ut E C(G, &$ be 
defined by ut(z) = u(x)“. Then 
(U”)t(X) = (zqx))” = u(m)“” = U&X) = (z@(X). 
Thus u + ut is a G-isomorphism from %Y onto C(G, J;4t) and consequently we 
may assume from the beginning that JZZ = s;4t , i.e., that G acts trivially on &. 
Now we apply the first “lemma” in [15] to the algebra 9 = P(G, U). In 
order to do this we observe that the center of the adjoint algebra gb of %7 contains 
C(G) in such a way that all the assumptions on V = & and C(G) = Z? made in 
Theorem 1 of [9] are fulfilled. These assumptions imply that the algebra 
r*(G) = LYG, C(G)) (see C71) is contained in ab. By Corollary 3 of Theorem 1 
in [9] or by Theorem 4 below we know that r,(G) is simple and contains 
Hermitian projectors e of rank 1. Thus we can proceed exactly as in the proof 
of Sat2 I in [15] and it remains to prove that the subalgebra e fi Ll(G, U) fi e 
is symmetric. To this end we take for e the constant function e(x, y) 7~ 1. 
Then for ,f E Ll(G, g) we have 
ez?rf(d = 1 e(v-l)vf(y) dy = j f(r) dr E gy 
i.e., e $r f is a constant function on G. On the other hand for any constant 
function g: .1: -+ a E %? one has e -& g = g, thus e & L1(G, g) consists exactly of 
all constant functions from G into %‘. Let h E e fi L1(G, %?) be constant. Then 
12 fi e(x) = 1 h(xy-l)~ e(y) dy = s hi dy E gG, 
the invariant elements of %7. Again, if g E VG, then also g -+ e = e and con- 
sequently 
ebLl(G,V)-&-e w VG. (1) 
But u E gG means uz(x) = U(ZX) = u(x) for all X, z E G, hence eG is the sub- 
algebra of constant functions from G into ,sZ, which we had already identified 
with .d. It follows immediately from the definitions that (1) is a full isomorphism 
between e fi Ll b e and &. Thus e + L1 & e and consequently U(G, U) 
and Ll(G, ~2) are symmetric. 
COROLLARY 1. Let G = K’ x J H be the semidirect product of a compact 
group K and a closed normal subgroup H. Then HE [S] implies G E [S]. 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be a Lie group with component GO , such that GIG,, is 
finite. Then G E [S] if the radical R of GO is in [S] and if GO/R is compact. 
Proof. After [S, Theorem 31, we can assume that G = G0 and moreover 
that G is simply connected. But then G = K x J R with semisimple K. 
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The following example shows that the converse of Theorem 1 is false: Let 
> 1 be a real number, and let & be the *-subalgebra of all f e P(Z) with 
IfI = -g If(n)l r'%' < co. 
-cc 
Clearly JXI is a commutative Banach *-algebra, which is not symmetric, because 
it has non-Hermitian characters: The dual JX? of ~2 consists of all characters 
x2:f+x.(f) = ~f(W 
-co 
with z E C, 1-1 < 1 z j < Y. The Hermitian characters are exactly those with 
IZI = 1. 
Now T = {Z E C; I x / = l} acts continuously on & by f -+ f z, f C(n) = 
[nf(n), 5 E T. For k E iZ = f let b, E JP’ be the function n + S,,, . Then, 
in the terminology of [IO], bk generates the subspace &jk off E JZI with f c = ckf, 
in particular do z @ is symmetric and the (only) normalized positive functional 
f,(hb,) = h has, e.g., F,, = x1 as a positive extension on Jai. But this was all 
that was needed in [lo, Satz 41, to prove the symmetry of Lr(T, ~2). 
Of course the converse of Corollary 1 may still be true. The only known 
connected solvable Lie group not in [S], i.e., G4,s(0), cannot be used for counter- 
examples, because it has no compact automorphismgroups with more than 
two elements. 
Corollary 2 and our next theorem reduce the problem of symmetry for almost 
connected groups to the case of connected solvable Lie groups. The proof of 
the next theorem is the same as that for the corresponding theorem for the 
Wiener property, see [4]. 
THEOREM 2. Let G = prolim G, be the projective limit of the groups G, . 
ThenGE[S]ifandonlyifaZlG,E[S1. 
Proof. Let K, be the normal compact subgroup in G with G/K, = G, . 
The normalized Haar measure m, of K, is a central idempotent in the measure 
algebra M(G), thus I, = m, b Ll(G) . IS a closed *-invariant ideal in E(G) 
which is easily seen to be isomorphic with U(GJ. An easy application of the 
Stone-Weierstrass theorem shows that &I= is a dense ideal in L’(G). Now 
Theorem 2 follows from [ 11, Satz I]. 
2 
Our first two theorems reduce the question whether an almost connected 
group G belongs to [S] or not more or less to the case of connected solvable 
Lie groups. In this case the obvious method to apply is induction. A powerful 
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tool in this context is Satz 1 in [ 151, which is the source of symmetry for nilpotent 
groups in that paper, but which actually gives much more. We will use it 
here to prove a criterion for symmetry which implies for instance that all 
connected solvable groups of dimension <4 and not locally isomorphic with 
G4JO) are in [S]. 
Now let G be a connected and simply connected solvable Lie group and let 
W be a minimal closed normal connected subgroup of positive dimension. 
Then 1 = dim W < 2. Let g be the Lie algebra of G and let m be the I-dimen- 
sional ideal corresponding to W. Clearly W and IU are commutative, hence 
WE [WE, and the centralizer Ij of w in g has codimension at most 2. If 1 = 1 
and W, resp. 10 is not central, then IU = (y) and g = (x) @ lj with [x, y] = y. 
Tt follows that G = Iw x s H, [w s W 4 H and R x s W s S, , the connected 
affine group of [w. 
If 1 = 2, then ru has a basis {x, y} and there exist linear forms y and I/J on g with 
Clearly g, and # are independent if and only if codim b = 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a connected and simply connected solvable Lie group with 
algebra g, let u3 be a minimal nonzero ideal in g with centralizer Ij C g and let 
Wand H be the corresponding connected closed normal subgroups of G. Let (p, 4 E g*, 
the real dual of g, be dejned as above, if dim m = 1 = 2. Assume that G/W E [S]. 
Then G E [S], provided that one of the following conditions ;f ful$lled: 
(1) W is central and G/W has a central subgroup V! W s iw, so that the 
centralizer K of U in G is in [S]. 
(2) l= 1, WisnotcentrulundHE[S]. 
(3) 1 = 2, codim H = 1, HE [S] and v f 0. 
(4) 1 = 2, codim H = 2, and the subgroup corresponding to the kernel of 
cp is in [S]. 
Remark. The cases which are not covered by Theorem 3 are where (i) G 
has one-dimensional center 2 and G/Z has trivial center, and (ii) 1 = 2, 
codim H == 1 and G contains a one parameter subgroup acting via inner 
automorphisms as a rotation group on W s IF. This is of course equivalent 
with the existence of an element a E g with [a, x] :== y, [a, y] := --x for a 
suitable basis (x, y} of to. If G is an exponential group, then this case (ii) can not 
occur, but clearly (i) is possible, and indeed G&O) is the least possible example 
of this kind. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Assume (1). There is nothing to show if K = G. 
Otherwise K must have codimension 1, because G acts trivially on Wand U/W. 
ThusG=Rx,KwithRzR, UiscentralinK,andRx,UrH,,the 
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three-dimensional Heisenberg group. The rest of the proof in this case is 
the same as for nilpotent Lie groups with one-dimensional center (see [15]). 
In order to prove Theorem 3 for the remaining cases (2), (3), and (4) we 
need Satz 1 from [15], but in a more general form. In our present case (2) 
the subalgebras ZZ’* of U(W) rLl([W), defined below, unfortunately don’t 
have bounded approximate units, thus a version of Satz 1 is required which 
avoids this assumption. For the benefit of the reader we will formulate this 
version and indicate how to prove it. 
“SATZ 1.” Let R be a locally compact Abelian group and let & be an involutive 
Banach R-algebra. Assume that the center of the adjoint allgebra &b of d contains 
a closed involutive R-invariant subalgebra Q such that the action of R on % is 
continuous, and that the dual @ of % can be identi$ed with R. Moreover let the 
Gelfand transform map % injectively onto a subalgebra d of C,(R) and assume 
that 1 satisfies conditions (1) through (4) in [9, p. 2621. Let J$~ be the closure 
of %& = J& in & and assume that do is symmetric, and de2 is dense in .r;l’ . 
Then ZO = U(R, &J is symmetric. 
Proof. The conditions on 9 imply that e2 is dense in %, thus we have 
%.& = d0 and we may assume that &’ = dO. Let 2 = L1(R, JZ’) and 9 = 
Ll(R, a). Then 3 can be considered as part of Zb and it is easy to see that 
@ contains L1(R, %aZ), hence coincides with 8. Let B be the system of all 
Hermitian projectors of rank 1 in 9. Since 9 is simple we have .c@J~ = g 
for every p E B. Now an inspection of the proof of Satz 1 in [15] reveals that 
approximate units are used only twice: First one has to have (p-E”p)(pP& = 
P-Ep4 for P, q E 9 ( we omit the “a”). But this follows from 
(pS?q)(qPq)- 3 (p6p 5@q Ezp)- = p(_Ep SW)-q = ppq = p.Eoq. 
Secondly one needs E = Y, which has been shown above to be true. Now 
the rest of the proofs from [15] applies unchanged. 
Now assume that (2) holds. Then again codim H = 1 and G = R x 8 H 
with R z Iw, hence Ll(G) s Ll(R, &) = 9 with JJ? = L’(H). Moreover the 
center of JZP contains B = L’(W) which can be identified with Ll(BB). Let p 
be the Fourier transform off E 3. Then the ideals 
%“o = if E %.m = o>, L?Z* = {f E OF;{ = 0 for FFX > O], 
considered already in [9, p. 2721, are R-invariant and Z+ + Z- is dense 
in Z,, . Moreover the closures A& of Z& are R-invariant ideals in & and so 
is .&, the closure of JZ?+  J& . Now the dual of 4 = s* can be identified 
with R, see [9] or [ll], and also the other conditions in “Satz 1” are fulfilled, 
consequently the ideals -VA = Ll(R, &) in 9 and also the closure _EpO = 
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(a) u # 0 and the support supp u is contained in U, 
(b) u,E2forallx~G, 
(c) the mapping z -+ u, is continuous from G into 2’. 
Then the algebra U(G, 9) is simple and symmetric. 
Remark. From Theorem 4 (5a,b,c) it follows easily that the subset of all 
v E 2 for which x -+ vz is continuous from G into 2 is a two-sided translation 
and conjugation invariant subalgebra 9i of 2 and that for every nonempty 
open set V C G there exists v E 2!i with supp z’ C fir, v > 0 and sG v(z) dx = X. 
Moreover it follows that 22 is a regular function algebra. 
Proof. We consider the regular representation p of 2 = Li(G, 2) in L2(G). 
Recall that one can identify the elements f E 2 with complex-valued functions 
on G x G: For x E G it is f(x) E .2! C C,(G), thus we may write f(x)(y) --= 
f (x, y), in particular f (x>z( y) = f(~, zy). Then p can be written (see, e.g., 171) 
Mfkw = jGf(XY, y-l) 5(y--‘) 41, 5 E L2(G). 
In our papers [9, 111 we had defined special elements u 0 zi in 9 for functions 
u and v in 3, . Our previous definition of u 0 v is not quite appropriate in the 
present context, therefore we define now for arbitrary u, u E 2!,, 
(u 0 v)(x) = d(x)--112 u”V. 
Then clearly u 0 v E 2 and (u 0 v)(x, y) = d(x)--l12 u(zy) r;(y). Moreover, 
with u’(x) = d(x)-liz u(x) we have 
(p(u 0 v)&x) = u’(x) jG [(y-l) F) Lqy-1) dy = (6 j v’) u’(x) 
with the inner product (6 / 8) = f t(y) 8(y) dy in L2(G). Thus p(u + 8:) IS a 
rank 1 operator and p(u 0 u) is a rank 1 Hermitian projector, if j u’ 1s -.- I, 
Let &’ be the two-sided ideal of all f E 8 for which p(f) has finite rank. The 
first three theorems in [ll] show that symmetry for 2 will follow, if we can 
prove that & is dense in 2’. 
This will follow from (4) if we can show that every function p’ @ q: (x, y) -+ 
p’(x) q(y) for any q E S,, and any compactly supported continuous function p’ is 
contained in the closure of d in 2. 
Let q E 2, and p’ E C,(G) be given and assume that p’ has compact support T. 
Then p: x -+ O(X)‘/~P’(X) is also continuous and supported by T, hence for 
E > 0 there exists a symmetric compact neighborhood U of e in G with 
/ p - pz jm < E, ( p - p, Ice < E for z E U. Xow choose u E 2? with Theorem 4 
(5a,b,c), u 3 0 and ju(x) dx = 1. 
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L1(R, do) of their sum are symmetric. Because 2, is the kernel corresponding 
to the canonical epimorphism Ll(G) -+ U(G/ W) we see that g/g0 s U(G/ W), 
hence P/g0 and consequently also dp is symmetric, see (5) in [9, p, 2611. 
Finally assume (3) or (4). Let K be the closed normal subgroup in G corre- 
sponding to the kernel of cp in g; in case (3) we have K = H. In both cases 
codimK=l, G=Rx,Kwith RrR, andL1(G)Eg=Ll(R,&) with 
.RZ := LI(K). Let %“0 denote the functions f~Ll( W) with Jwf(x) dx = 0. 
Then the kernel sil’, of the canonical epimorphism U(K) -+ U(K/ W) is the 
closure of &s,+‘, and the kernel of U(G) -+ U(G/ W) is _EpO : = Ll(R, .&); 
As in case (Z), it suffices to prove the symmetry of ZO. To this end, let % 
denote the algebra of radial functions in b,, . K acts trivially on % and therefore 
& is in the center of zIb. Moreover, it is easy to see that %!%“s is dense in Z,, 
(actually, % contains bounded approximate units of %“J. We conclude that 
%zZ = JZ?% is dense in dO. 
Also the other assumptions of “Satz 1” are fulfilled: Similarily to case (Z), 
resp. to [9] or [ll], the dual of % can be identified with R such that the action 
of R becomes left translation. It follows that yb and consequently 2 = U(G) 
is symmetric. 
3 
In our previous papers algebras of the form U(G, 2) with d a G-invariant 
Banach subalgebra of C,(G) played an important role. Under certain fairly 
general conditions they turned out to be simple and symmetric [9, Corollary 4, 
p. 265; 11, Satz 31. Among these conditions the most restrictive one is the 
fact that 9 was required to be two-sided translation invariant with both trans- 
lations x -+ Q” and z -+ qe being continuous from G into 9. Here we will 
weaken the right-sided invariance, and we will simplify the proof of [9]. It is 
not known if one can omit all the hypotheses on right invariance. 
THEOREM 4. Let 9 be a *-subalgebra of the algebra C,(G) of all continuous 
conrplex-valued functions on G vanishing at infinity. For f E C,(G) and z E G 
let f 2 E C,(G) and fz E C,(G) be defined by f z(x) = f (zx) and fe(x) = f(xz). 
Assume that 1 satisjies the following conditions: 
(1) 9isaBanachaZgebraunderanorm 1 1 with ]q*) = 141 > )qlm = 
s”P,,G 1 dx)l* 
(2) 9 is Zeft invariant, i.e., q E 9 and z E G imply qz E 9 and [ @ ( = 1 q (. 
(3) The mapping x -+ qz is continuous from G into 9 f0r every q E 9. 
(4) The compactly supported functions in 9 form a dense subalgebra 9, . 
(5) For every neighborhood U of e in G there exists a function u E 9 with 
the following properties: 
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The integral 
f : = jG jG ~b-Wz 0 @tdl dt dz 
exists because we have to integrate only over a compact set (note that the 
$-norms I 11, 1 and 1 ut 1 are bounded on compact sets). Since U, o (~$4) ~8 
for all t , z E G, the integral f is contained in the closure 8. Let us compute 
f@, 39: 
,t‘(x, J) = I, jG p(d) d(x)-l’” u(xyz) u(yt) q(y) dt dz 
= d(~)-l’~ j j p(z+vt) u(z) u(t) dt dz . q(y). 
G G 
Let ji be defined by j(x) = jG JG p(z-lxt) a(z) u(t) dt dz. Then j is a continuous 
function supported by UTU. Moreover f = j @ 4, and s u ck --= 1 implies 
and therefore 
~(-4 = jG jG ~(4 44 44 dt dz, 
~ PC4 - ~(9 = 1 jG jG [&+4 - ~(41 44 4”) d.z dt / 
< ss G G 1 p(z-lxt) -p(x) / u(z) u(t) dz dt < 2~. 
Thus if d(.r)-l/s is bounded by c on UTU we obtain for the norm 1 I1 in 55’: 
Choosing L’ small enough we may assume that ~ UTI! j < 2 i T / for the 
Haar measures of the compact sets UTU and T. Thus 
It follows that d = 9. Now the results of [l l] imply that 9 is symmetric. 
Finally, if / is a closed proper two-sided ideal in 9, then t” g 8, and because 
& is simple it follows that 8 n f = 0, thus 83 == 0 and Y,p = 0. This 
implies ,f mu- 0. 
4 
As a consequence of our last theorem we see that any algebra of the form 
.EY == Ll(H, 3’) with 9 C C,(H) as before is the completion of a “matrix 
algebra,” spanned by matrix units eik = uj 0 uk , uj E 9, . Given another 
locally compact group G which acts on H and hence on ,ti, it is natural to 
use these ejk when studying 9 = Ll(G, &). Because .u’ is part of dPb, the 
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algebra 9 is in a way a matrix algebra over the algebra e$ZeE = ,Epi and the 
structure of these 9* (which of course are all isomorphic) determines to a great 
extent the structure of 9. 
We consider two locally compact groups G and H and assume that G acts 
continuously and automorphically on H, i.e., that there exists a continuous 
mapping G x H + H, (g, x) -+ xg E H, with (xy)~ = XQYQ, (~g)~ = xgh 
xe = x. Let d be the modular function of this action: If dx is the left Haar 
measure on H, then dxQ = d(g) dx. Now let 9 be a subalgebra of C,(H) with 
all the properties listed in Theorem 4. For u E C,(H) and g E G let u 0 g be 
the function u 0 g(x) = EI(x@). We assume that q -+ q 0 g defines an auto- 
morphism of 9 for every g E G, in particular that 1 q o g / = / q I, and that 
g -+ q 0 g is continuous for every q E 2 
Under this assumption d = L1(H, 2) is a G-algebra with 
f”(x) = &-lf(xg-‘) o g, fEd, gEG. 
More explicitely, this meansfs-l(x, y) = d(g) f (x0, ~0). 
THEOREM 5. If the modular function A is not trivial, then the algebra 9 = 
U(G, J@ with d = L1(H, 9) as above is not symmetric. 
Proof. Let $3 = L2(H) and let p be the faithful representation of d = 
Ll(H, S) in 43, as defined in Section 3. We fix a real element u in 9, with 
u(e) > 0, 1 u’ la = 1 and set p = u 0 u. Then p(p) is a Hermitian projector 
of rank 1 in $3 and p is a minimal Hermitian idempotent in &. As p is faithful 
and p(p) has rank 1 it follows that p&p = Cp. Moreover, we can consider 
,zz? as a subset, hencep as an element of Zb. Thus Theorem 5 will be proved when 
we can show that the subalgebra _Ep, = pi”oEpp+ of 9 is not symmetric if A + 1. 
Note that p# E gb is defined by ( p#f)(g) = p8f(g), (fp#)(g) = f (g)p, see [6]. 
Let X be the C*-algebra of all compact operators of !+j. We use the representa- 
tion p to identify & with a subset of X. Next we define the unitary representa- 
tion r~ of G in $$ by 
M%)(x) = AW2 &“)* 
Then for anygEG, aEd, and f~Sj: 
b&9* 4g)W = A(g)-1’2(a~(g)~)(xg-1) 
= 4F2 JH 4x0% Y-~>NWW) dr 
= 
s 4xg% y-9 Q(Y~)-~) dr If 
= H 49-l a((xy)g-‘, (Y-~)~-? t(y-l) dy = (agt%>, s 
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thus rr(g)* UT(g) = ug, that is, v implements the action of G on d. Now 
we consider X as a trivial G-algebra and form the generalized algebraU(G, 3). 
We observe that for any compact operator k E X the mapping g + rr(g)K is 
measurable form G into the C*-algebra %, hence u: f -+ f b with 
defines a norm decreasing injective linear mapping from 5? into U(G, ,X). 
A straightforward computation shows that (J is actually an injective *-homo- 
morphism. We will compute the image of YP = p#gp+ in U(G, X). 
By definition for f~ 3’ we have ( p#fp#)(g) = p8f(g)p, thus f~ PP if and 
only if f(g) = pgf(g) p for (almost) all g E G. Moreover 
fY&?> = ?r(df(d = 4dPW)P = P4dfk)P I- ddP 
with y(g) E @ because p%p = Q. If / I* denotes the C*-norm we have 
I d&9 = IfWl* = lfk>l* d If(&% 
Thus o maps gD into L1(G, UIIp) = Ll(G). We can consider ZJO as a subspace 
of fi = L2(H), which clearly is invariant under 7r, in particular we have 
/(m&+)(x) = d(g)+2 u(x”) for g E G and x E H. Let us write rr(g)u = gu. 
ng 
w(g) = (g-124) 0 u E J-3?, 
PQJ;4P = @w(g), I wk)l* = 1. 
This is a consequence of the following remarks: If II, ~1 E ?& with 1 U‘ I2 = 
( w’ 1% = 1, then either by direct computation in L1(H, J?) or by geometric 
arguments one sees that (V 0 u)( w 0 u)(u 0 24) = v 0 u, specifically pg = (g-%4) 0 
(g%) implies pgw(g) p = w(g) ~p~&p. The rest follows because PO&p has 
dimension 1. 
Our result implies that any f E PP can be written as f(g) = v(g) w(g) with 
a complex-valued measurable function cp: g -+ q(g). Moreover, as n(g) w(g) = p, 
it follows that 
P(g) = &)P- 
Thus writing w(g) = ) w(g)] ( norm in &‘I) we obtain the following result: 
The image of SP under the homomorphism o is exactly the Beurling subalgebra 
Ll(G, w dx) of Ll(G) = Lr(G, cp) of Ll(G, .X) with respect to the weight 
function w(g) = ) g-L 0 24 1. 
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That w is a weight function follows from the fact that u is multiplicative. 
Furthermore, w(g) > ) w(g)\, = 1, thus L1(G, w) is a subalgebra of P(G). 
For w(g) we have the following estimate 
w(g) = 1 g-L 0 u 1 = H l(g-L)“u (2 &(x)-~‘~ dx 
s 
> H j(g-‘u)“u loo AH(x)-1’2 dx 
I 
with A, the Haar module of H. Now 
Ikl~)“U lm = 2; I(g-‘u)(xy) u(y)1 >, 1 A(g)-lj2 u(e) u(x-I)(, 
consequently, with Q = u(e) sH AH(x)-l12 1 u(x-‘)I dx > 0: 
w(g) > A(g)-1/2Q. 
This implies that 
S(f) = JGf(g) 4d-1’2 & E c. 
for every ~EL~(G, w dx) and that f -+ 6(f) defines a non-Hermitian charmcter 
of L1(G, w dx) if A is not trivial. Hence this algebra and consequently also 
_Ep, and Y cannot be symmetric in this case. 
We will see that our last result also has consequences for the Wiener property 
for Banach *-algebras. In [9, Definition 21, we called .?8 a Wiener algebra, 
if every proper closed two-sided ideal .Y C a is annihilated by some nontriti, 
unitary representation (= *-representation in a Hilbert space) of g. The clus 
[w] consists of all locally compact groups G for which Lr(G) is Wiener. In 
[9, Corollary 2, p. 2751, it was shown that the group G&O) is the only connected 
solvable Lie group with dimension 64 which possibly does not belong to [w]. 
We are now able to prove that G&O) indeed is not in m] and also that it is 
the only of these groups not in [S]. First we show (same situation and notation 
as in Theorem 5): 
THEOREM 6. If the modular function A is not trivial, then 9 = L1(O, d) 
is not a Wiener algebra. 
Proof. The subalgebra -E”, of dp is certainly not Wiener, because the kernel of 
the non-Hermitian character 8 cannot be annihilated by nontrivial unitary repro- 
sentations of gP. While in general the Wiener property is not inherited by 
arbitrary closed *-subalgebras, the following lemma shows that under cabh; 
additional assumptions subalgebras of Wiener algebras are again Wiener: 
LEMMA. Let 99 be a Wiener algebra and let p be a Hermitian idem#otent 
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in the adjoint algebra @‘. If 33~39 is dense in 37, then the closed subalgebra Bw = 
pL4fp is Wiener. 
Proof of the Lemma. Let ,$$ be a closed two-sided ideal in a!l, . If x0 # gV , 
then the two-sided closed ideal f, generated by jO, in k@ is proper, because 
cAo+~A+$8+~A~ d is ense in fl and consequently p$p is contained 
in j0 . Thus $a # gg implies the existence of a unitary representation rr of g 
with v(j) = 0, hence T&&) = 0. But 7r(g3)) # 0, because otherwise 
~((Sp93)~) = 0 and I = 0, which contradicts the assumptions that 
&Ypa is dense in 9 and v # 0. 
To apply the Lemma to Z’ and & of Theorem 6 we only have to show 
that 5?p%Y is dense in 9. This follows from the fact that J;4pzzI is dense in & 
by Theorem 4 and that s&g, the span of all fa# with f E 2, a E &‘, contains 
Ll(G, dz) and thus is dense in B. Hence 2p#-S;a = (g(,dp,~Z)+-r;“)- :m: 
(Yd”Y)- = F = 2. 
As already mentioned Theorems 5 and 6 apply in particular to the group 
G&O). This group can be written as G = !R x s Hr with HI the three-dimen- 
sional Heisenberg group: HI = R3 as a manifold, with product (x1 , yr , zr) 
(x2 7 Y2 7 4 = (Xl f x2 9 Yl + Y2 9 xrya + zr + zr). For t E R the action on HI 
is given by (x, y, zz)” = (e-%, ety, .z), thus 2 = ((0, 0, x); z E R> is the center 
of G. We may write L’(G) == L1(R, Ll(H,)). The mapping f -f with 
f(x, s) = jj f(x, y, z) e-i(sv+s) dy d.z 
is a homomorphism of L1(Hl) onto r(R) = L1(R, A(R)), with 
(ft)(x, s) = jj f(eb, ewty, z) e-i(sy+z) dy dz = etf(etx, ets). 
It folkvs easily that 2 = Ll(R, l7$)) is a quotient of L’(G). It follows that 
Theorems 5 and 6 apply with G = H = R, 2 = A(R), & = r(R), and 
w = e-t. Hence 2 and consequently L’(G) is neither symmetric, nor Wiener: 
%&V 6 PI, G&(O) 4 P’l. 
From the results of [ll] it follows that all connected solvable groups G with 
dim G ,< 4, which are semidirect products of Abelian groups are in [S]. The 
rema&ng groups are of the form R x .9 HI . In the classification in [ 1, pp. 180, 
1813 these are the cases GJa), GbsIO and G11(4 Here only G&3 and G,11(O) 
have one-dimensional center, the others contain the center of HI as one- 
dimensional noncentral subgroups, thus they are in [S], by Theorem 3(2). 
The “diamondgroup” G&O) is in [S] by [9, Theorem 51 or by the general 
result [PC],, C [S], proved recently by Ludwig [12]. So eventually we have 
found: 
COROLLARY. Among the solvable connected groups of dimension at most 4 the 
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group G&O) is the only otlc which is not in [S$ It is also the only among these 
groups which is not in [WI. 
This result is remarkable in so far as it shows that central compact subgroups 
are everything else but “harmless”: There exist groups G with central subgroups 
Tz U = {z E @; / z 1 = I] for which G/T is in [S], resp. [WI, but G is not. 
This is equivalent with the existence of GE [S], resp. GE [WI, for which 
there exist a factor system p with values in 8, i.e., a 2-cocycle in T, such that 
the algebra P(G, C; p) = V(G; p) is not symmetric, resp. Wiener. In our 
last section we will show that with respect to symmetry this cannot occur 
for discrete groups. 
As an interesting by-product of our results we find that a closed normal 
subgroup of a group in [S] need not be in [S]: Let G be the solvable group 
of all real matrices 
1 t s z 
g(s, 4 e8 0 x, Y, 4 = i 0 0 l * x 
0 0 0 
y i 
1 
The normal subgroup H of all g’s with x = 0 is isomorphic with G&O), 
hence not in [S]. Let 2 be the subgroup of all g’s with s = t = x = y = 0 
and Iet W be the subgroup s = t = y = 0. Then Z is the center of G and 
W/Z is the center of G/Z. The centralizer of W is the nilpotent subgroup 
s = 0, hence Theorem 3(l) implies G E [S]. 
5 
It seems still to be unknown whether arbitrary tensor products of symmetric 
algebras are again symmetric. It is true, if one factor is commutative. In [lo, 
Satz 31, we proved that it is also true if one factor contains a dense “matrix 
algebra,” in particular the product d @ .%, complete with respect’to so= 
reasonable norm, of a symmetric algebra & and the C*-algebra .%? = K(8) 
of compact operators of a Hilbert space $j. But we do not know whether the 
projective tensor product .z? @ $9 of a symmetric algebra .M and the C*-aigebm 
L% = B(Sj) of all b ounded operators of an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space $j 
is symmetric. Thus we define: 
An involutive Bana.ch algebra d is called rigidly symmetric, if the pruj&ve 
tensor product ~4 @ a with a C*-algebra 93 is always symmetric. Let [RS] be 
the class of locally compact groups G for which L’(G) is rigidly symmetric. 
Clearly [A] lJ [C] C [RS] C [S]. S’ mce for any Banach space E we have 
U(G) @ E = L1(G, E), it is clear that GE [RS] iff L1(G, A) (trivial action, 
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trivial factor system) is symmetric for every C*-algebra A. Moreover, it is 
easy to see that [15, Satz l] and our present Theorem 1, with obvious modifica- 
tions, also apply to the class [RS]. Especially, [RS] contains every group G, 
for which the symmetry of P(G) can be derived only from these two theorems 
and the fact that [A] and [C] are in [RS]. This is the case, e.g., for all connected 
nilpotent Lie groups. Our aim is to prove 
THEOREM 7. Let 2 be a central open subgroup of the locally compact group G. 
Then G/Z E [RS] implies GE [RS]. 
Proof. Let &% be a P-algebra. We have to show that 2 := L1(G, 93’) = 
L1(G) B 92 is symmetric. After [I l] this is equivalent to the fact that every 
bounded algebraically irreducible representation of Y in a Banach space is 
preunitary. Thus let T be such a representation in the Banach space E. Then 
there exists a bounded (resp. bounded continuous) representation p of L’(G) 
(resp. of G) and a bounded representation cr of ,2# in E with T( f @ b) = p(f) a(b) 
for all f @ 6 E L1(G) @ ~3 (resp. with T(f) = f p(x) u( f (x)) dx for all f E 2). 
As T is irreducible, the restriction of p to Z is a character x E 2. Because 
G/Z is discrete we can write Ll(G) = P(G/Z, Ll(Z); P) s P(G/Z, A(z); p) 
with some factor system P, resp. f’ = {p,,,}. Here the pz,, are continuous func- 
tions on 2 with values in T. As piz = x, we can factor p over El(G/Z, @; p(x)) 
= WG/Z; P) with P&X) = fjz,.,tx). Th us T factors over P(G/Z; p) i$2? = 
P(H, 97’; p) with H = G/Z acting trivially on 99. There exists a strongly con- 
tinuous unitary projective representation r of H for the cocycle p in some 
Hilbert space !+j, i.e., r(x) n(y) = P~,~v(~). Let & be the algebra of bounded 
operators in $ and % = d @ 99 a (Y-tensor product of & and g. For 
f E P(H, g’; p) define f# E P(H, %Z) (t rivial action and trivial factor system) by 
f”(4 = 4x1 Of (xl. 
Then 1 f+-(x)] = I r(x)1 1 f(x)1 = If (x)1, and consequently T: f --+ f# is a 
linear isometry from F(H, 29; p) into Z’(H, U). Now 
(f * &9”(x) = 44 0 CfW gtr-9 P,,,,-1 
= 5: t44 ;zv*~-l, Of w dy-‘1 
= 5 +Y) 4Y-7 Of(XY) gW) 
= ; b+Y) Of WMY-‘1 g(P) 
= ;f #“(XY) PYY-Y = (f # * &?Y4 
Similarly (f *)+ = (f *)*. It follows that T is an isometric isomorphism of 
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*-algebras, hence P(H, p; S) is isomorphic with a closed subalgebra of P(H, VP). 
By hypothesis, the latter algebra is symmetric. Consequently also P(H,p; a’) 
is symmetric. Thus (T, E) is preunitary and G E [RS]. 
As a corollary we obtain (a possibly stronger) version of Hulanickis result: 
COROLLARY 3. All finite extemims of discrete nilpotent groups are in [RS]. 
It is not hard to see that the three-dimensional quotient H = G&O)/2 is 
in [RS], while G&O) is not even in [S]. This shows that the assumption that 
G/Z is discrete in Theorem 7 cannot be much weakened. The point is that the 
functions f # are in general not measurable, if H is nondiscrete. 
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